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PREFACE
Some passages in this text, look like transgressions. They are not. This text describes a workshop, aimed at
the personal creative drive. An individual receives constant input every moment in life, some or all of which
can be used to fuel and develop this creative drive. The workshop was not an exception to this. I deliberately
used what coincidence brought me, to stimulate growth through such input. These spontaneous but deliberate
grips on my part, aswell as those that appeared completely by themselves, can only be captured in this report
through ”transgressions”. In fact, the planning and carrying out of this workshop-practique, has quite often
moved in sway with pure serendipity. This will be discussed in the conclusion to the text in relation to
didactical considerations. When work like this is in sway with serendipity, we can perceive it as being aimed
at science-as-poetry, or even poetry-as-science. In short, the workshop becomes a work of art in itself,
thereby changing the rules of the didactical game.
The workshop was manifested as my second internship, during my studies for Master Degree in
Theatrepaedagogy at Universität der Künste, Berlin, through Metropoluddannelserne, Copenhagen.
I would like to give a special thankyou to Anton Persson, Marie Andersson, Mario Martinez, My Nilsson,
Petter Madegård, Sophia Måge and Spaze Elvekær Klæbel, for helping me by partaking in practical
experiments during the preparations. The final combination of exercises, that I decided upon, is inspired by
teaching I have received by Per Brahe, Akil Vishus Davies, and Dáh Teatár.

BACKGR0UND
In November 2010, I had my first internship with Finn Hesselager, as he was teaching a group of second year
acting students through masque-technique. The teaching took place at Odense Teaterskole, and I was taking
elaborate notes. I was looking for deeper insights into concrete methods on how to work on a persons
creative expression. I also wished to train myself in recognizing what I at the time called the ”creative core”
of a person. In my initial contact with Finn Hesselager, I had described this second aspect of the search
somewhat like this:
”Subtle signals are being communicated about a person through body-language. It´s like watching an animal
move. When signals are spontaneous, like in a person who has just finished a yoga-session, or just have sung
her heart out, or just have received a wonderful gift from a loved one, they become clear, communicating
almost like music. I think it is possible to develop a method, to bring out this spontaneity in humans, to make
them fulfilled as individuals aswell as powerful performers. To work with this with the same precision as a
masseur works on human muscular structure. A scientific perspective could be developed, looking into the
inner structures of the individual creator, and on the tools, that other paedagogues, practicioners, theorists
and artists have developed through history.”
By seeing Finn Hesselager work, and hearing him describe his method to me, I certainly gained better insight
into how to work on a persons creative expression. I also came to believe, that my second object could be
successfully pursued in a further, more thoroughly prepared internship with the same mentor. For Internship
II, my school demanded that I did the teaching myself. Finn Hesselager offered me to use his teaching studio
at Nørre Snede, to do a workshop of my own with a group of my own choosing, overviewed by him from the
side-line. I set out to develop a workshop to test my theories. I searched in literature, and in my own older
notes from previous relevant teaching I´ve received in different times and places. I carried out two practical
experiments. Before describing the preparations to Internship II however, it´s time to look into the
underlying theory.
THEORETICAL MODEL
Finn Hesselagers method is based on a Jungian perspective. He guides his students, to help them in their
development through the following stages, making them, through their own ardent work, able to act from the
powerful impulse of inspiration, where originality is ever newborn:
Unconscious incompetence – prepersonal – ordinariness
Conscious incomptence – personal – necessity
Conscious competence – personal – necessity
Unconscious competence – transpersonal – insight/freedom
The method is based on the following model of the human psychology:
Outward we have the individual Ego, the self-image. Behind this is the Neurotic Structure.
The Neurotic Structure protects the ego from being overwhelmed with archetypical forces, that move in the
subconscious. Neurosises are formed in it, like shapes made up of a set of coordinates. When an actor starts
building a character within him, a similar set of coordinates create a shape in the neurotic structure. The
character is a kind of volountary neurosis. It can, like a neurosis, attract a corresponding archetype from the
subconscious, which will fill the character with forceful life. Finn Hesselager uses masks to temporarily rid
the student of the Ego, the self-image, in this work. By aid of the process through which the student himself
creates his own mask, and by aid of the ego-rendering effects that every mask has, the character becomes
very prone to archetypical invasion, as there is no ego/self-image in the way to distract the character from
taking the scene. It is important not to mix oneself up with one´s neurosises, or one´s characters. It is
important to keep the neurotic structure healthy through for example physical theatre work, meditation, or in
other ways that prove effective to the individual actor. What Jung calls the Witness is also found there.
The Witness silently observes. It is ”that which observes the breathing”. By being deeply connected in the
neurotic structure, one can rest one´s consciousness in the state of that witness. This nurtures great openness
and readiness to spontaneous and clear expression in the person, as opposed to the often somewhat shattered
mental perception, that a person is struggleing with in the state of his own self-image. You might say, that the

Ego asks questions like ”What does it look like?”, ”What shall it become?” and looks with a flickering stare,
whereas the Witness asks; ”What is it?” and actually sees what it looks at. This is a difference, I say, between
perceiving the world with the perception of ones Self-image, and with that of one´s Self. This inner clarity is
a potential reward for individuals working with acting, a useful gift for their quality of life, regardless of how
their carreer turns out.
Being present in the self, means being very close to the movements of the archetypes in the subconscious –
with persistent work, these can be brought up to inspire the shape, the set of coordinates, the character, that
has been created in the neurotic structure.
Although I dwell a lot on the importance of ”resting the mind” in the Neurotic Structure, I wish to make it
clear, that as I understand it, it can and should be worked on through whole-body experiences.

In my adaptation of this model, I am of the hypothesis, that this state of ”archetypical invasion”, reached in
the transpersonal state of insight/freedom, can be equalled – or strongly related - to a certain very high state
of creativity, that is known by the name Taksu.
The word and phenomenon Taksu was first explained to me by masque-teacher Per Brahe during a workshop
on Bali i 2007. Taksu is a Balinese word, being name for the highest state of fulfilment that can be reached in
the Balinese hinduism, which is a shivaistic branch of the Hindu faith, immersed in all aspects by an
attention to art and creativity as the way to worship and cooperate with divinity. Balinese dance masters Oka
Dalem and Gusti Ayu Raka described Taksu with these words, during an interview I took part in on Bali in
2008 as one of Per Brahes students;
”There are three categories of dance on Bali – the functions of them are in all ways incorporated with Taksu.
It is not only a matter of making the right movements – Taksu is a gift from Shiva, the god of art. It also
comes from within the dancer, who has to be ready and open. Taksu is not trance, where you forget
everything. Taksu is about inner readiness, you have to be ready and to have faith in it. The heart must be
pure and without ego. To develop this is a long process. But Taksu can also just happen, to anyone. It can
happen often for those who are ready. It is common to feel tired or nervous before it happens, but then you
feel guided and all tiredness vanishes. The sensation of Taksu stays in those who have experienced it, and
can be seen on that person by others, even though it can be hard to feel it in yourself outside of the dance.
The student must have it all – musicality, intelligence, openness, knowledge, a large heart – because dance is
art, you must have a passion for it. It´s the dancer, not the dance, that has Taksu. It is hard to describe the
sensation of the moment when it begins, since Taksu is already in you, when it happens to you. Negativity
works against it. One must be egoless, positive, focused on Shiva. The aspiration to dance is a great thing
even late in life. Learning to dance opens one up for the appreciation of all art. We have seen other dancers
from other cultures dance with real soul. Taksu can be the same in other cultures, but the word for it will be
different.”

Indeed, other words are used to describe what I believe points to the same phenomenon. In Jazz- and Beat
Culture, it is simply called ”It”. In Flamenco they call it ”Duende”. Among Tango dancers at milongas
around the world, they talk about that state when ”everything fits”, but I have been unable to find a common
word for it. In Arabic traditional music, it is called ”Tarab”. Within psychology, it is called ”Flow”. Per
Brahe has said, that the ancient greek term for it would be ”Charisma”. In sports, it can be referred to as ”The
Zone”. It might well be, that this is a far too simplifying categorization, and I might learn this at a later point.
But for this second internship, it was part of the underlying theory, and it seems self-evident to me, that the
phenomenons here mentioned all point in the same direction. Please note, that the Balinese dance-masters
during the interview, talk about Taksu as something that can be seen on a person, when it once has appeared,
as if it lingered in the shape of a character trait. Perhaps it is relevant to think of this inspired state, whatever
words one may use for it, as happening both in intense sensations, as during a marvellous stage performance,
and as happening more subtly, as a person goes along in his actions of the day, on stage as well as off. Seeing
Taksu in that light, makes it easier to connect it with all these other terms. It also gives more sense to the goal
of this research.
CREATIVE DRIVE
I want to develop a method to work on contacting and expanding what I now call the Creative Drive in an
individuals consciousness and general being, in order for him to be able to use it in artistic as well as every
day life activity. The Creative Drive is the rythm one hears within, when one is ”dancing to a different
drum”, and finds that it works, in fact, finds that the rythm one hears, is one with one´s own heartbeat.
The whole idea rests on the assumption, that such a drive exists in all or atleast some people, and that it has it
´s source in the subconscious plane, among the archetypes, although it certainly can have developed into a
conscious activity for many. I assume, that this creative drive is active in an individuals life, from a
subconscious level, finding ways to expand and manifest into conscious patterns, and very often into artistic
tendencies. This assumption is based on my own perception of my fellow men and women and myself.
It would vary deeply between different individuals, how well or precise this creative drive actually managed
to make it´s impact on and through their lives, and what patterns it would strive to create. But in phases of
life or in moments, when the actions of the individual flows in synchronicity with the situation, giving full
room for the manifestation of her forceful, spontaneous initiative, when she is partaking in the actions at
once as doer and observer, clearly perceiving the actions coming from a deep source in her and still as a
surprise of the moment – then I would say, that she is in intensive tune with her creative drive. The state is, I
think, something that we all deeply know and recognize somehow – and it can even inspire others to rise to
the same state spontaneously – pulling a whole jazzclub into It, giving a whole audience goosebumps in
Tarab, making their eyes and faces open wide, recognizing the whole universe through each other inTaksu.
But usually, it just happens, in little dozes that creates ”magical moments”, ”inspired work-flows”, ”perfect
days”, or whatever words we use to describe it, depending on where and how it manifests.

HYPOTHESIS
To understand how to induce or stimulate this state of being, make individuals open to it, is the goal of this
research. In Internship II, I worked from the theory, that what actually elevates a person to this state, is the
strong resonance between the individuals creative drive, with the activity and situation, in which she found
herself. That is; the person is already carrier of a strong or subtle creative drive, that all the time seeks ways
to advance, deepen and expand. If it is possible to create a situation, where the creative drive finds strong
resonance, it will itself go full-on into the activity. The field of activity that I used, was theatre exercises.
I imagine that many other activities could have been put to use. After all, within the scope of the theory, the
creative drive puts any moment into use if it can – again making us aware of the importance of serendipity.
I made up the following terms to define some states of consciousness, that I considered it vital to send my
pupils into, through various exercises in pursuit of the goal:
0-point (”0” as in Nothing), being a state of clarity and tranquility, when the individual is resting effortlessly
in her own witness, readily apprehending her actual perception of things, moment by moment.
X-point (”X” as in a Crossroad), being that state of now-ness, in which you are completely open to impulse
and confronted with the unknown moment. Letting go and being fully present in this is a very important
point of Finn Hesselagers method on his students, and a direct bridge to the transpersonal level of work.
In my model, I considered the x-point very important in opening the student to subconscious impulse.
The closer to the witness that the mind is, the more open and free will this state be.
Y-point (”Y” as in Yes), being a state of great empowerment, in which the student moves freely and very
comfortably in strong energies, guided by inner images or music or invigourating words from the teacher,
thereby opening up to a release of tensions and a greater opening to the inner images into the entire body and
outward expression. This kind of work is very important in exercises that I´ve experienced with Per Brahe.
I wished to use it as a way to liberate my students of inhibitions in finding deeper and truer expressions in
their work.
PREPARATIONS
As can be seen, the work had to be grounded in material based on the individuals personal creative drive.
A shape had to be made in the neurotic structure of each of my workshop participants, that could attract the
genuine creative drive of the participants to rise up, touching that shape with it´s forcefulness. The two
experiments that I carried out previous to beginning the actual workshop-process, was mainly concerned
with finding a trustworthy method to achieve that grounding. The first attempt was carried out on four
second-year students from Copenhagen Contemporary Dance School (CDS). It did not go very well. Apart
from some general mistakes, such as being too quick in passing through the exercises, not letting the students
rest in the sensation, that they had built up, and a badly explained introduction of a breathing-technique – a
test in relation to my 0-point theory – did I fail completely in communicating the concept of the creative
drive to them. I tried to send them on a guided visualization, down to the core of the earth/the core of their
imagination and creativity. This has worked in similar exercises on myself. Not so on them. The result was a
confused session, ending in a good deal of useful feedback.
The second attempt was carried out a few weeks later. The group this time consisted of one student from the
same class at CDS, who had not been part of the previous test, one third year student from Copenhagen Film
School, with a personal background in Commedia del Arte, and one fellow performer of mine from my
performance group, Club de la Faye (CDLF). It worked better this time. I went into it at a slower pace, was
myself present with them with movement on the floor, and had a somewhat more concrete way to explain
what I was aiming at when speaking of creative drive. I dwelled with them in that for quite a while, asking
them to visualize their creative journey through life from the present moment and as far back as they could
remember, registering important points and experiences, that they had passed on their way. Having them
concentrate on the memory of the starting point of their journeys, this time, I tried to access their connection
with their depths through a traditional basic drum-travel exercise, starting from there and going into deep
imagination. And this (although the session concluded in three rather beautiful improvised creations, made
up of objects lying around in the room), was where I lost them. At the following feedback-talk, I was once
again made aware of a bad habit of not letting my students rest enough in each image and exercise.

The drum had for the most part been disturbing to the group. And I realized, that my way of approaching this
creative drive in my students, was all wrong. It was necessary to rethink the whole method from scratch or
otherwise let go of the attempt. I went back to the drawing-room, to notes, and to literature.
The conclusions and subsequent solutions I came up with was as follows:
To do this work with my abilities at this present stage, it was necessary to prepare the group in advance.
Instead of giving a short explanation of the concept before starting, which only had seemed to create
confusion, disappointment, and a detaching sense of ”been there, done that” in the group, I had to explain my
underlying theory, my present stage of research, my hopes and my fears, relate my thoughts to the students
own perceptions and experiences, in order to create a genuine connection between them and the work. I then
had to explain my perception of Creative Drive, and get personal feedback on that from the group, making
sure that they were strongly conscious of what I was talking about, and what it meant to them on a deep
personal level. In this way, work could proceed according to the following model, step by step:
1. Through personal interview with the subject, define the unique journey that s/he has taken through life,
regarding personal search for self-expression and creative liberation, be it through art or anything else,
depending on the persons true interests in life. To, so to speak, find the traces of the works of the creative
drive in her past. Let her define to herself, where the journey begins in her memory, and let her also define
one crucial experience in the creative process, somewhere between the beginning point and the present day.
Let her finally be aware of the journey she has taken in that creative process from the beginning and up to the
present, with details, moods, mental images, memories...
2. Let her out of this visualized, mental map create a physically expressive movement pattern with three
distinct stations representing beginning, crucial point and present, the distance between them on the floor
being representative of the actually experienced journeys between these stations in life. The final stretch over
the floor, going from the present day and back to the starting-point, thereby making a closed circle or
triangle, was to represent the essence of that creative journey as a whole. Let her integrate and deepen this
pattern, this Montage, into her body, emotion and expression through improvisation, continually developing
and exploring movements out of the same inner story.
3. Let her develop a character, that is deeply related with the essence of the Montage and it´s story. Let her
explore and develop this character with continuing innovation and curiosity, using her whole body, voice and
mental capacity.
By following these three steps, I hoped to make the person create a shape in her neurotic structure, that with
the right stimulation, would attract the corresponding archetypical force from her subconscious – an
archetypical force, that would be in strong correlation with her genuine, deep creative drive – what we would
later call her Source. Taken to the extreme, it would possibly mean deliberately induced Taksu – but that was
to expect a lot. The true, more modest goal of the workshop was as follows:
”To come into closer touch with, and become more aware of the Creative Drive, thereby to develop ways to a
deeper, more concrete continuation of this research.”
To find the right people, I turned to CDLF, and found a splendid group,
with which I would be able to proceed. I visited Nr. Snede on the 13 th August 2011, had a good talk with
Finn Hesselager, and saw his workspace first hand. This consisted of a renovated old stable with a kitchen,
bedrooms and a huge room with bright windows, equipped with a splendid sound system and on top of this,
the beautiful garden, full of trees, bushes, little corners and shacks and big rocks, surrounded by vast fields
and the open sky above. We set the date of the workshop to 13-16 th October 2011.
The group was to consist of three members of CDLF – Inga Gerner Nielsen, Iwona Rejmus and Louise Yaa
Aisin. With them, I had participated myself in planning and manifesting several performances in CDLF, and
also, before the creation of CDLF, we had all performed together in SIGNA´s performance installations.
Apart from that, all three of them possessed in different degrees, practical and theoretical insight and
experience in different kinds of performance and theatre, and other relevant fields of activity, that developed
them in their own individual ways. I knew that I could count on them, both in understanding my ideas, and in
being able to do the work that was needed. Above all, I certainly knew, that they all possessed powerful
creative drives.

THE WORKSHOP
On the 31 august, I invited my three participants over to dinner, and explained the background and theory of
the work to them. To this particular workshop, I had decided to let them in on my notes already in advance,
thereby creating an extra meta-level of communication between us. By this, I hoped to achieve a genuine
connection and understanding between us in the work, that had been lacking in the previous attempts. I also
needed to have the deepest and fullest feedback possible from them during the reflection-talks, something
which would demand an extraordinary openness. The girls quite easily understood and related to my ideas,
as I explained them during the course of the night.
To come further, I met them one by one over coffee, discussing their personal creative process through life,
helping them identifying their own views and words for that, and making them see their own creative
journey quite consciously from it´s perceivable beginnings all the way to the present moment. It was not
necessary for me to know the details exactly, as long as the recognition was a genuine one on their part.
These talks proved very effective and interesting for us all.
On the 27/9 and 2/10 respectively, I got my participants up on the floor to create their Montage and their
Character. Inga and Iwona did their work together on the 27/9, Louise did hers alone on the 2/10. I was
present on the floor, moving in and out. This time, instead of attempting with visualizations and guided
meditation from scratch, the concept and shape of the creative drive was already in the mind of the
participants as a visualized mental map, and they could, after warming up into it, proceed to express this,
searching and improvising between movement and image, to come up with a Montage that was true to them
as a psychophysical image of that mental map, which they visualized. I mixed between music and silence,
guiding them with instructions, starting by making them connect mentally to the activities of their creative
drive that particular day, then making them put that into movement and expression, relating to the creative
journey as a whole, travelling so to speak in that pattern while exploring the different stations of their
journey, gradually making it a personal, dance-like Montage. After having created the montage, and also
captured it´s general expressive contours with pen on paper as an aid to memory, I asked them to imagine,
very clearly and vividly, a character, that had been present, invisibly watching them work. This character was
possessing full insight into their creative drive and process, and was willing to share in it, carry it together
with the participant – I then let them imagine the character slipping into their body and work, sharing spine
with it´s actor. This developed into improvised interaction with and without music on the floor – at the end of
which the participants carefully let go of the character, and documented it in a drawing. The sessions proved
effective. We now had the basic material in place.
On the 9/10, I invited the girls to dinner again, to discuss all practical preparations. To the meeting, I had
asked them to bring costumes for their characters, that could stand hard weather. After eating, they got into
costume and character, as I led them into a scenario of role-playing, an imaginative story in a fantasy-land,
using storytelling skills, wine and music as the main tools to make the scenario alive to them.
The story was, in short, as follows. The characters by coincidence met on a bridge crossing a river. Standing
there, they saw from afar a beautiful white dog approaching. As the dog came up to them, tail wagging, full
of energy and physical affection, they all cuddled with it, and as it once again went running onward along the
river, they all realized, that they loved that dog, and had to follow it.
As the search went on, they met an old crone by a white house in the forest, that asked them to find her white
dog – named Istanbul - for her. She equipped them with a tent and let them borrow her boat. Travelling by
the river, they came to a big city that seemed to be in another, previous time. They went into the harbour and
proceeded to look for Istanbul in the town, interacting with the citizens and with each other. I was hoping,
that this tool would prove efficient in giving sufficient background material, for the participants to be able to
carry these characters in improvisation together during the workshop. Although this roleplay-scenario, with it
´s mystical white-haired dog Istanbul elusively present at it´s midst, certainly gave a lot to the work, it could
still have been much better constructed and carried out on my part. This will be discussed later. At this point,
however, we were all ready to go for it. All preparations had been completed.
On the 13/10, we all got into a full-loaded car, leaving Copenhagen in the warm light of an Indian summers
late afternoon sun. As soon as we headed out, the workshop began, as a group atmosphere between us. Being
members as we are of the same performance group, CDLF, we are used to effortlessly creating a sort of
mythology of our own, and this tendency naturally went into this work also.

I find this quite relevant to mention, since the following days was to be characterized by ongoing work in
and out of fiction, in and out of imagination, in and out of scheduled and unscheduled activities. Thus it was,
that the landscape, the road and sky, the bridges and waters, music, conversations and long silences, sunset
and clear light of the full moon all put their special tint to our trip. A few kilometers into Jutland, I accidently
went into the wrong lane with the car in the dark. Suddenly, a huge truck was heading straight our way.
I went up with the car on the green grass between the lanes and made a full stop. We all rested in that
moment, sharing the sensation of actually having stared at approaching death together. This was a good
experience, to us. I grabbed the wheel and we made it to Nr. Snede, where we cooked a tasty dinner and
settled in. Finn Hesselager gave us a warm welcome, and offered us to sleep indoors, in the stable. It was late
and dark, and we accepted. As it turned out, we never actually slept in the tent, as was originally intended,
but kept on sleeping in the stable all three nights.
After finishing dinner, I asked the girls to get into their characters´ costumes. With the aid of music,
storytelling, improvisations and some champagne, I led them into another scenario of roleplaying. In this
scenario, they were welcomed into the palace of the duke that ruled over the city, and he tried with all kinds
of generous offers to make them lose interest in finding the dog Istanbul. As they finally became actively
resistant, he had them locked up in a cell. There, when searching, they found a blue envelope.
At this point, I gave them a physical blue envelope with an actual letter inside, written by the dog Istanbul to
them, asking them to hold hands and ”sing his special song” (which had been taught to them by the old lady
in the previous session). As the girls did this, I explained how they travelled through the walls, through other
dimensions, ending up in Nr. Snede, in that very room and moment, where we were doing the scenario. The
characters then went into the bodies of these three participants, sharing their spines. Going fully into
character, then, the participants started investigating the stable in the middle of the night, looking for
mystical Istanbul.
After a while, we ended the session and went to sleep. It was late at night, and we would not be able to start
as early the next day, as had been planned. But this was ok.

The Crea-Workshop in one picture
In the stable, exercises using x, y and 0-point, would work to ever deeper levels of the Montage. In the
garden, the Characters would be put into action through improvisations around specific tasks or themes,
basically working with x-point or just plain personal search. The work in the stable and garden would
intertwine several times and in several ways. Reflection-talks would be scheduled in the workshop, to
produce ongoing feedback. I had also prepared an evaluation sheet, for the students to fill in and send to me
during the weeks passing after the workshop was done, to get retrospective feedback.

In making the schedule, I had found plenty of inspiration from the schedules used at Purnati Art Center on
Bali, by Per Brahe, in which work, eating, partying, and nature excursions, are harmoniously intertwined
through a disciplined plan with open ends for change. Finn Hesselager would be present in the background,
coming in and out of lessons and situations through the course of the days, to get insight into the work and it
´s results, without interference on his own part. He would partake in the reflection-talks, and be open to
general feedback with me continously. As a part of the concept, I had originally intended us to sleep in tents
in the garden, in order to get closer to nature – a way to approach 0-point, but this detail was not realized,
this time. The actual end of the workshop would happen, when the participants went to sleep in their own
beds in Copenhagen, on sunday evening 16/10 – thereby meeting with postliminality through their own
sleeping and dreaming.
DAY ONE
Floor 1 commenced later than planned, and was followed directly by Lunch.
During this session, the participants warmed up and released themselves into the work by moving their body,
part by part starting in the head and spreading out into every part of the body to music, improvising with full
body as they wished (y-point) thereafter soon coming into their Montages, where they explored expressions
of it´s source through movement. Thereafter, they were led to play with the inner quality of the montage, as it
was to them at that time, dancing improvised to the actual essence of the creative journey as a whole, rather
than the visualized image made up of the story underlying their montage. They were led to experiment with
it´s exact opposite, moving back and forth between extremes with inner clarity and truthfulness to the
original sensation as they kept on exploring it´s possibilities. From there, they were asked to get into their
characters, and move with and as them, interacting with each other, the music and the impressions of the
room, using gestures, actions, voice... ”you know each other,” I told them, ”and you are gradually and
lovingly taking possession of these bodies, mindful of the creative source of it´s owner.”
As the characters were in full presence, I put them through a few physical exercises of cooperation, like
carrying each other across the room, counting 1-20 together while intently listening to the pauses, moving
through imagined resistances like stone, feathers, sand, glue, yoghurt, water, earth...
After this, I put them to the ”waterfall-exercise”, with hand on held heart verbally expressing images they
met on their way while imaginatively digging deeper and deeper into their own chests, depeer and deeper,
invigourated by me to move on further, all the way they possibly could dig. The entire session flowed on
splendidly, and this last exercise made the room explode in gutturarly loud-spoken poetry. Finally, I had them
rest on the floor to relaxing music, letting go of the characters and returning to themselves, while observing
one little candle each standing next to them, as I briefly spoke about the perfection of that little flame, how it
always did it´s job perfectly without effort, and how all flames somehow always had been the same one.
Lunchtime...
Scenario 1began as Floor 1 had ended, resting in full costume beside the candle, as I again spoke of the
perfection of the flame. They were then asked to get into their characters in their own tempo, and continue
the mission as it had been given to them by the old lady. Soon they were searching for Istanbul all over the
garden.
My idea with this rather absurd situation (looking for a dog that you in the back of your head is aware of
only exists in the imagination) was to force the participants to cross the border laid by their own selfconscious critical tendencies, stepping as I saw it into x-point. Making yourself whole-heartedly believe in
and go for a fiction like that, is certainly a challenge that includes a good potential for growth. I knew that it
was not beyond reach for these three participants, to actually make that fiction real for them. Looking back, I
can see, that they should have been supported and pushed by more input from outside sources – that was
after all how the scenarios had been carried out to that present point. But this was after all an internship – a
time of learning by trial and error, and my group worked hard with what they had, and getting far with that.
When I had observed them working for quite a while, I slipped another blue envelope with a letter inside
somewhere in the grass where they would find it. In the letter, Istanbul gave them instructions to figure out
where in the garden they would be likely to be able to attract him, and asked them to prepare that place for
him. The way these instructions were received intrigued me; the girls went on (after quite a while of moving
about) to trying to set up the tent, all the time drifting in and out of focus on that activity, sometimes using
parts of the tent in strange dances or otherwise just waving the objects about, sometimes really trying to put

the tent up. I could detect frustration in the group, it was obvious that this was a bit too thin for them,
although they in fact did, in my view, proceed quite well into the development of the exercise, by the simple
fact that they kept on going... I could also see, that the interaction between them broke the edge of their
characters, instead of stimulating development, they held each other somewhat stuck. At this point, it should
be mentioned again, that our mutual background as performers in CDLF and also for SIGNA, made the
participants equipped to meet work of this kind. In the performances of which we had been part, we had
received ample training in keeping a fiction and character going for days on end in any weather or
circumstance, and with any kind of audience, patiently waiting for the magical moments and accepting
reality as it merged with fiction on the way. This ability made these exercises in the garden possible, be they
thin or not. In any case, I decided to give input. I broke my silence and said to them that 1. they were
working well, and that they were much deeper into it, than they realized; 2. they should explore their bodies
much more; 3. that they should now each on their own go out and explore their bodies and this garden once
more. Upon this, they all slipped away in their own directions. I put the tent up. And then I watched them
again. After a while, I walked up to them casually one by one, offering an apple to eat and chatting a bit.
They were all suddenly overflowing with energy and focus, all in their own part of the garden. Later, I could
see Inga and Iwona both of them moving, dancing, yelling to the landscape, while Louise sat in gazing
contemplation. After having been in the garden for almost three hours, I called them back to the stable, into
which they entered, still in character.
Floor 2. I let them reenact, without agreeing through dicussion but simply meeting in it, a few experiences
that they had shared in the garden. This worked beautifully. I then asked them to move, still in character, into
the montages that the original owners of the bodies had made. For a long time, they moved in these montages
in the room, improvising with shape and tempo in strong energy and concentration. Finally I asked them to
go down in tempo, slower and slower, and 0-point 1.I then led them to relax on the floor by their candles, hearing music I guided them into letting go of
the character, instead visualizing a tunnel into their own chests, into which they travelled, confronting and
washing away images of fears as they saw them painted on the walls of the tunnel, finally to stand in a flame
of light, relaxing, becoming more aware of the body, tensing and relaxing bodyparts systematically, just
being there, finally resting in the notion that their own creative drive was present in them also at that
moment, exactly as it was, and to acknowledge the safety of that. And by the strike of a Balinese temple bell,
the session ended.
Reflection 1.I was once more told the same thing that I had heard before: give us more time to rest and sink
into the images and instructions that you give. It became clear to me, that a lot of growth on my part lies in
taking that advice to heart. The girls would also have liked even more y-point, before actually going into
their montages, and as they went into the montages, there was a wish to dwell longer also in that work. Inga
expressed frustration over getting her montage so heavily established in her consciousness, since it in a way
was an abstraction created only for this work, but would now be a mark in her self-image, and a mark not
altogether free of pain, for that matter. To this Finn Hesselager commented, that the montage was a symbolic
structure, an archetype, and that to work with symbols in that manner was healing. He also made the remark,
that we were doing good work and that the movements he saw, was very genuine. In general, the group was
positive to the ongoing work. In discussing Scenario1 however, there was a wish to get more input from me,
after all, the preparing scenarios with the characters had all been guided by intensive input – and there was
confusion regarding the purpose in using the characters at all, and also regarding the dumbneing effect, that it
had, to search for a dog together with two friends, when the nature of the characters in every case was quite
fierce and fiery – the scenario was too childish somehow, to give room for such energies as really wished
expression. The release that the participants all had experienced in the garden when being set out on their
own was strongly testified to – and it was commented, that when it actually went into some sort of flow, it
was not so much a character as a state-of-mind, that was being experienced. To this I replied, that a state of
mind was a good sign. When in flow, you´re not as much ”in character”, as in a state of mind – on stage as
well as in everyday life.

Later in the evening over dinner and portwine, the reflections continued freely. It turned out, that all three
characters were very sexual and savage by nature, and this did not go well with the childish atmosphere of
the scenario-work. We made it clear to each other that it was important not to sacrifice the character for the
sake of peace. The girls agreed to let their characters disagree if necessary. Also, it was clear that all the
seemingly important mythological-sounding clues in the previous role-playing (an old lady, a river, a duke
dressed in black and so on) created a tempting oppurtunity for the participants to get lost in
intellectualizations that was off the map entirely, distracting them from continual work on x-point.
I explained to them briefly, that these images for the most part only had been important as transit-points on
their way through the preparations, and that the important point to push was the characters themselves and
their search for the white dog Istanbul. It was remarked, that working with the characters in the preparing
roleplay-scenarios, had taken away parts of their original physicality, since those sessions were done mainly
by a table. The concept could have been more physical also in those sessions- it was physical when the
characters were first created – this would, I think, have had consequenses on the imaginative level of the
story, perhaps giving pictures less deep – compensated by a higher degree of immediate physicality and fullbodied character development. Considering the fact, that an unecessary amount of intellectualizations came
out of these deeper images, this physicality could have been preffered. On the other hand, sitting down and
doing these sessions also served well in creating a group culture for us, while preparing for this adventure
together. Also, in working with the montages, it was clear that the girls wanted to work deeper in the actual
essence of the creative journey, which we by now had come to refer to as ”the spiral coming from the
source”. I saw that wish as a very good sign - all this was taken into account for the next days work.
Out of coincidence, a song on youtube called ”Phantasmoplasm” by Krister Linder, had become a tune that
myself and the participants recurringly listened to in the evenings. The lyrics somehow touched our work,
became a part of it´s whole:

The broad, well travelled road
Lingers slow like curling smoke
Lower than low
Yet below the Source still flow
Long forgotten underneath
Anaestetics that we breathe
Glows the Core of you and me
Undivided pure and free
This One thing withstands the time
And outlives both yours and mine
In the void a longing coils
Sprouting roots into the soil
Woe
What do you know
Aint it so
The broad, well travelled road
Lingers slow like curling smoke
Lower than low
Yet below the Source still flow

At night, the sky was clear, the air soft and the moon shone bright and big in the vast silence. We were very
lucky with perfect weather all through the workshop.

DAY TWO
In the morning, we talked a bit about the work. Apparently, a night of sleep had made all participants reflect
even deeper on the work of the first day. Iwona had become aware of the importance of her childhood in the
development of her creative journey (which in it´s original montage-shape started during the teenage years).
Inga had also become more aware of the importance of her childhood in a similar way. Louise said, that she
now understood the creative journey also from her characters perspective, and that she perceived the
character as being a relevant tool in the work.
Before we started working, I led them out into the garden to have them look at the sun in the sky. I pointed
out to them, that the sun is a star in space, and the earth a planet in that same space, that there is nothing
between these huge bodies, except distance, that one in theory could throw a rock from the garden where we
stood straight into the sun – there is no glass wall to stop it. Likewise, I made them realize, that we actually
were standing on the surface of a planet in space; that this particular part of space looked like this, looked
like a garden in Nr. Snede. I then put the Balinese bell on a huge rock and told them to climb up and ring it,
when they were ready to start working. After quite some time, they had all in their own pace done so, and
gathered in the stable in full concentration.

0-point 2.The participants stood one by one in the room, all facing it´s center between them. I told them to be
filled with the essence of their creative source, to be aware that they were it´s manifestation right then and
there. Standing fully present in the moment, they were led to move only on a common impulse, that is, wait
to move until the whole group moved, with heightened awareness to the entire room. This was an x-point
exercise. They moved swiftly to the center, waiting there with similar awareness for the right moment to
swiftly move out into the perimeter again. This went on for a while. The point of the exercise was to
concentrate the attention of the participants to their bodies and each other and the room, the moments of now,
and their creative source, all at once, and nothing else but that, as a preparation for the next exercise. I had
them come down on the floor, mindful of their breathing, systematically tensing and relaxing different parts
of their bodies, relaxing to music while watching their own breathing happen.

Floor 3.I now put on powerful balinese traditional music and had them dance to it in the ruthless and
uncompromising freedom of their creative source, their spiral. I danced, too. This was a y-point exercise. I
put blindfolds on them, and had them dance once more to the same music, now on one spot, while I took care
of them not hurting themselves in their blindness. The work was very intense. I led them further into the
waterfall-exercise, still with blindfold...as this progressed, I asked them to get into character, and have the
character tell secrets it knew, about the owner of the body´s creative journey, to whisper these secrets clearly,
but still so only the whisperer could hear, all the while digging deeper into secrets, waterfall-style. They
slowly came to the floor in the end, and removed the blindfolds, resting and releasing.
Reflection 2.We had the discussion while eating breakfast in the garden. The girls had been very energized
and felt more in touch with their creative drive. The waterfall-exercise had not been as free as the day before,
it was unclear why. Possibly, because I pushed them much more at this session, and that might have been
contraproductive, at that particular part of it. Finn remarked that we were working with illusions. He also
complimented on the good work, and told me that I had created a setting that functioned well, and that it was
obvious that I received good feedback from the group, that it worked on them. This was also my own
impression. The important question still must always be, though: can it be used?
Floor 4.This following session lasted for hours on end and completely broke schedule. It was supposed to go
on and include lunch (making and eating lunch as part of the exercise), but we did not reach that point until
dinner time. I do not know, how this happened. Losing track of time was very much a part of this workshop.
It did´nt really pose a problem to us, but could surely pose a problem at future workshops. This session was
designed to gradually lift the participants into an eruption of wild, improvised acts of creation in all
directions and by all means. The participants began by working into the montages, as always staying true to
the source, but free in the movement. I let them travel freely in their montages, ignoring chronology.
I let them go deeper and deeper into the essence of the montage/creative journey as a whole. I let them
improvise out of that essence, moving between free improvisation and montage work, back and forth. I let
them rush, driven by strikes on a bell, from standing still to jumping straight into any part of the montage,
surprising themselves, and working further from there, in and out of the montage, in and out of character. I
had them take in each other, finding inspiration in each others movements. The work went on with and
without music. I had them creating new shapes and movements, new ways of using the room, the sounds, the
objects surrounding them, pushing their creativity to start working on it´s own with every angle of the
situation conceivable. It was a mix of x- & y-point. This went on for a long time.
Then I gave them a huge, white bed-sheet and a scissor and told them to divide it in three equal parts without
speaking. I offered them an acrylic colour set, letting them take as many colours each as they wished, and
sent them out into the garden to make one image each. They all sat or laid down doing so, in the afternoon
sun. As they painted, I prepared a table in the garden with tools for the next exercise. The table was set with
everything needed to make and eat a salad of many different ingredients.
When they were done painting, we gathered around the table and went on to the next exercise, which was to
create the salad and set the table, in an at every action new way, that is, cut with the knife in ways you
would´nt, or don´t even use the knife, or use it for something else, and so on. The girls went full-on into this
exercise just as all the others, although they were pretty exhausted by now. But exhaustion would also, I
hoped, have a possible creative effect on the work – pushing your limits can help you open up. (But it can
also make you close down) This particular exercise, which was thought to be in x-point, did not turn out as I
had hoped, although we all had fun in our own ways (I participated in and out on the side)...instead of
working from a centre of wakefulness in the now, the girls went into a clownisch state when following my
instructions. You could possibly say, that they went in the direction of the pre-personal, instead of the transpersonal, as was being aimed at. Had I been there all the time, as I in retrospect think I definately should
have been, then maybe I had been able to guide them in my intended direction, but for practical reasons of
time, food, and crude hunger, I had to spend part of the time in the stables kitchen, frying meat and
discussing with Finn about patience when working with other peoples deep development. These things
cannot be rushed, said Finn.
The late lunch was produced and eaten, still in new ways for each action. But we were all completely
exhausted now. I had originally intended this exercise to end, followed by my serving everyone birthdaycake (the workshop coincided with my birthday). That cake was supposed to be the start of a longer pause,
followed by an afternoon of further character-work.

But reality was different, it was already evening. After having cooked and eaten some more food, we
gathered in the stable to have birthday-cake and portwine, with no real plan on what to do, except rising out
of this exhausted state together. Finn Hesselager happened to join us at this moment, and we all shared in the
riches on the table. Gradually and by itself, what was to be the grand reflection-talk of the weekend unfolded,
stretching quite some time into the evening...
Reflection 3.The discussion went on for quite a while, and we all shared our thoughts generously. I´d like to
sum up a few things, that I wrote down, mainly about things Finn had to say, which I find relevant to my
Internship II. But everyone had interesting words to speak.
About Archetypes. One thing I noted during Internship I, was Finn Hesselagers conviction, that every actor
only have a few potential patterns in the neurotic structure, that can be used to make characters. Structures,
that the actor discovers during his education, and then explores and works with during his career. As much as
I respect Finns long experience as teacher, it still makes more sense to me, to view the neurotic structure as a
surface on top of the sea of the subconscious – thereby my image with the fluid in the glass. To my mind, it
makes sense to believe, that a fully healed and healthily elastic neurotic structure, would be sensitive and
strong enough to be able to shape any form into being, moving in elegant concord with the eternal
movements emerging from below. A person like that would be like a live representative of his own
subconscious truth, able to strongly express any kind of archetype or deep primal impulse in it´s exact
measure, balanced against overload with his trustworthy neurotic structure still intact. He would be, I guess,
Antonin Artauds wet dream. Part of my thinking this, is my personal view of the archetypical plane as being
more of a free-flowing ”soup” of forces, out of which can come any number of defined archetypical
structures. Finn Hesselager, although he invigoured me to keep on exploring my idea on this, is more of the
conviction, that there are a certain set of archetypes present in the world, even though new archetypes (like
f.ex ”the hacker”) are continually being shaped. ”There will always be a ”father”, he remarked, ”..also this
circle of individuals sharing their thoughts, is an archetype”, he said. The word ”Archetype” itself means
”Structure”. We talked a lot more about archetypes, but let´s keep this report on track.
About Taksu. Finn said, that on Bali, the state of Taksu is part of the culture, and protected by it. Working
with Taksu in our western culture could be potentially dangerous, and also hard to make a living on as
proffessional practicioner. Taksu, as Finn regards it, is pre-personal, whereas what he aims at in his work is
the transpersonal. He made the paralell to the jazz-musicians back in the days, turning on with haschish,
thereafter to explosively lift the roofs of the clubs into musical ecstacy. That´s how they did it and that´s how
it worked for them, but it was pre-, not transpersonal. The difference is in awareness. In the transpersonal
experience, the performer is completely present and aware, whereas he in the prepersonal experience, on the
contrary, is not. I did at this point however point out, that this is how Taksu is distinguished from Trance on
Bali – exactly that; trance is unconscious, Taksu is fully awake and aware. Finn then opened up for the
possibility of different kinds of Taksu pre- as well as transpersonal kinds. This is a very interesting thought,
that I will keep in mind. But the transpersonal state, is what I, in theory, would say is nearest in Finn
Hesselagers model, to my idea of Taksu – the highest state of inspiration. This transpersonal state, to be
aware in one´s own creativity, is what Finn himself sais is what is needed in our time – it is ”the new thing”.
About Teaching. In a metaphor, you might say: the teacher points at the Moon. The student should go for the
Moon, not the finger. The teacher himself might quite possibly be obsessed with his own teaching, with his
finger...it is very common. It is very important to let the student find his own answers, in his own way. The
teacher should not teach on the same level, where he is in his own development – how would he then be able
to support a student, that exceeds him, but still looks to him for help, as being the teacher? In this workshop
however, Finn commented that I had formed a ”special contract” with my participants, making the high
degree of experimentalism ethically correct.
About my teaching (these comments came later from Finn, but I gather them here for convenience sake).
Finn gave me some pretty good feedback on my ability to listen in to my pupils, to create a good setting, and
more. What he pointed out clearly, though, was that I need to teach more directly out of myself, and not
through models and notes. To give examples: instead of telling them how to breathe, just tell them to breathe
deeply, reach in to them, say ”we need some deep breathing here”. Instead of instructing them to meditate
while looking at a candle, just tell them to look at the candle, relax and concentrate. In that way, close
contact with the student is established. Rest in thyself, as you are, when teaching, and let the teaching come

out of you. This, he believed, I would develop with time.
About the Source. The concept of ”the Source” was not an outspoken part of the model when preparing the
workshop. Very soon though, it appeared as an adequate way for us, to describe from where the creative
drive as a process came and from where it´s original essence sprung.
In comment to this term, Finn gave the following metaphor:
”The Source is the sun. The rays of the sun is the energy coming from the Source.
The rainbow is the Archetypes. Different mixtures of colour on that rainbow creates the shapes – the
Characters.” I would then, in the language of this metaphor, say that the rays of the sun is the Creative Drive,
the spiral coming from the Source, the essence of the creative journey – the creative journey not being the
rays themselves, but the path the rays take through the sky, a personal path, which the participants
endeavours to express and get a deeper understanding of, through their Montages, and Characters, which are,
then, made up of mixtures of colours blended from that rainbow. And if the work went full-on into Taksu, the
energy radiating from the Source would make itself powerfully and concretely present through the
inspiration of the actions of the participants in that moment, communicating the source perfectly, devoid of
obstructions.
Our work aspired to come in touch with that, as much as possible, well knowing that it was a lot to aim for.
The interesting thing at this point was – what is the effect, if any, on a participant working like this, and – can
it be used? When working with the Source, Finn said, it is very important to have routines; to eat and sleep
well, and so on. This in order to help the Ego in surviving through the process, to keep the contours of one´s
sel-image intact. This is a very interesting remark to keep in mind, I think, since work like this easily can slip
into the extreme direction of wanting to erase the ego entirely, as being in the way, preventing inspiration to
come. But yes, the self-image has it´s uses, in what we call the real world.
At the end of the discussion, Finn bade us a good night, and we proceeded with dancing like crazy to PJ
Harvey in the stable. It was a very powerful release, happening as part of and outside of the work
simultaneously. We then went for a walk straight out into the landscape, which was lit with the most shining
of moons. We came into the forest, bathing in moonlight. The girls ended up lying on the soft ground
amongst the tall trees, while I went further, finally to admire a gigantic ant-house in a glen, bright as had
there been street-lights in the tree-tops. Suddenly the forest rumbled with the deep bellowing of a male stag,
being rather close and approaching. For a few moments, I could swear Pan was in the air. As we left the
forest slowly, the girls on their own and me by myself, the bellowing of the stag came closer, came very
close, making his noise rumble through the nearby trees like some timeless instrument of nature. I believe
that this very energizing experience added greatly to our work.

DAY THREE
0-point 3.This morning, I had them sit by one candle each, going directly by the book into a zen buddhist
meditation exercise with a certain kind of breathing technique. We all sat there for 20 minutes, emptying our
minds. I then asked my participants to consider, with a calm mind, their own creative journey and creative
drive, as what it really, truly was to them at that moment, and get in touch with whatever it really was, that
they had found for themselves at this workshop, that they could use in their further growth. I asked them to
celebrate that in voluntary movement to some music that I put on. They were very slow and calm in their
movements, Louise sitting still in meditational posture, moving within her to the music (it was evident to
see), Inga and Iwona sort of rolling a little on the floor.
Afterwards, I had them gather their pictures from the day before, and come with me in the car.
Previously during the workshop, I had at one point sneaked away to find a good spot for this last exercise,
checking the nearby laying Rørbæk Sø, which I already had spotted on google maps on my screen in
Copenhagen. The place lacked a sandy beach, which otherwise would have been perfect. But it had to do...
We listened to Leonard Cohens ”A Thousand Kisses Deep” in the car, on a scratched cd.
Floor 5.As we reached the lake, we saw it was bathing in a calm sunlight, and there were standing a few
fisher-men around the area, concentrating their attention on the water. One especially, dressed in a blue
overall and with a pipe between his lips, helped giving the scene the feel of a Jim Jarmusch movie.
Walking into this place with the girls carrying their painted images into the unknown, meeting strangers for
the first time in days, to the drippling sound of water running through a dam, was really beautiful. We went
down to the water, found a good spot not too far away. I asked the participants to spread their pictures on the
ground, and to, one by one, express their images with movement and sound but not words, for us all
(including the fishermen) to see. The girls did this, with honest energy and with their expressive abilities
quite naturally available – but I could also detect a searching openness on their part, like a craving now for
more somehow. This I found was good – an impulse to create was present and just looking for ways. They
now began dancing and jumping and fooling around all three of them, and suddenly, they found a blue
envelope right there on the ground...
Scenario 2....in the letter, Istanbul asked them to CREATE him right then and there with whatever they found
around them. I would have wished there to have been a sandy beach – but with seaweed, movements and
sound, a lot could be done aswell. The girls went on to make that imagined white dog, being as they were
now not quite in character, but still in the Scenario, somehow. I could tell, of course, that we were in need of
a harmonizing ending here, and I had in fact gambled on an intuitive hunch, that such would appear through
serendipity. This is truly a point where the workshop steps over the line into being a piece of art, an aspect
that will soon be discussed further. I now started looking around for the solution, and suddenly I actually saw
a white dog running over a hill at the other side of the lake, in the distance... ”There he is!..” I pointed in the
direction of the dog. ”...and that is where we leave him.” The participants looked up, we all saw him
disappear over the edge of the hill. The girls now let go of the work, but were still in the setting of the
workshop. We started walking back towards the car, and I could sense their impulse to find and do more.
Suddenly Iwona found a frog on the ground, lifted it up and kissed it. They all played kindly with it in their
hands – and then the fisher-man in the blue overall suddenly appeared, wanting to speak with these women
by the water. This was where I left them, and walked my own way back to the car, meeting up with them
quite some time later. He had told them his life-story.
We then drove back, had a late breakfast, and sat down for a final talk.
Reflection 4.At the sit-down, I learned something curious. The girls all had a need, in the morning, to
reintegrate themselves on a personal level with the work that they had done, to calm their minds, and also to
express themselves physically, using their whole bodies strongly. On top of that, they needed to focus on
where to go from there into the future, with what they had developed these past days. These, more or less,
were their words. The strange thing was, that my series of exercises as they were put together this morning,
aimed at exactly that – it did not, however work for my participants, I did´nt even seem to have been able to
make my instructions understood. Why, I wondered. First of all, the discussion revealed, it was obvious, that
calling something a zen-buddhist meditational exercise, put a certain expectation on the girls to achieve

something. This was not intended, and as Finn Hesselager pointed out – just say that they shall concentrate
on a candle, instead. The meditation worked so-so on them as a group. Furthermore, I did´nt give them time
enough to let the contemplation of their own work sink in properly, before I put music on for them to dance
to. Also, one single song was not enough. In short, it was my old brand of mistakes again – not to let things
sink in properly, and to teach too much through models, instead of just out of my own person in the room.
Precious feedback. I really have to do something about that, since I seem to be hearing it at every evaluation
I make.
About the experiences by the lake – there was a strong need on the participants part, to have a harmonius and
inspiring conclusion to the search for Istanbul down there at the beach, and they all seemed to have found
that in the incident with the frog and the fisher-man. Had that not happened, they would have been left
hanging in the air. I had apparently put a lot at stake, when gambleing on serendipity´s aid. Inga remarked,
that she was in no need of any more unclear mysteries in her everyday life, than she already had, and would
have wished for a clear conclusion to the mystery of Istanbul the white dog. Knowing as I did, that there was
no mystery of him, that he was a mere tool, like a koan in himself, apparently unnecessarily entangled, now,
in intellectualizations that I might have foreseen, I could but offer yet another koan, to explain and absolve
the first one: ”The story demands a plot. But there is no plot. That is the story.” Inga said, that this helped a
great deal. Another thing, that I was told in general, was that it after some time had become pressing, to be
confronted with instructions like ”stay true to the Source” again and again, since it really is hard work to do
so. Finding an infinitude of different ways to come through with that and other important instructions would
be of great practical benefit to this work in a later shape. But – being pushed is also an experience of great
use sometimes, when working on the floor. You need to break through your resistance, sometimes with
patient carefulness, sometimes by blunt pushing.
I also received plenty of positive feedback. It seemed that the work had given my participants something
precious and useful, and that they had been touched by it where it counts.
I then gave the girls one blue envelope each with some further evaluation-questions to answer at home, as the
aftermath of the work had sunk in and found it´s contures in retrospect. The postliminal part of this work,
that is, the possibility of real personal growth or even transformation, as the impulses from the workshop find
their way into ordinary life, is of crucial importance to the next phase of this research of mine. Can it be
used? And how should it be developed further? These evaluation-questions, when I received them later,
would be my way of seeing, if they really had been ”touched where it counts” in a more permanent way.
The questions were the following:
1. Looking back, do you truly relate to your own creative journey, as it has been described by you
through the tools of this workshop? If Yes – how do you feel about that journey now compared to
before the workshop? If No – how has your relating changed, and why?
2. Describe what works and works not regarding; Preparations, Setting/Food/Sleep, Theoretical Model,
Floor Exercises, Scenario Improvisations, Zeropoint Exercises, Reflection-talks, Group-size.
3. Do you think that I can charge money for this kind of work?
4. Does this work ”hit your spot”? If Yes – how has it affected you? If No – what is missing?
5. What will you take to heart in your continuing creative journey?
6. Where do you think that I should go from here, in my continuing work?
7. How would you describe this weekend to a friend?
After this, we packed and wrapped everything up, danced, cooked food, cleaned, said goodbye and left. The
drive home was, of course, a story in itself, including a flat tyre on the highway, an inspiring corn-field, and
more. The workshop was not really over, until each of us went to sleep in the evening in our own everyday
worlds, going into the postliminal through the soft surface of a familiar pillow.

FEEDBACK GATHERED & DIGESTED
As the weeks passed after the workshop, the three blue envelopes eventually gathered up on my desk in
Copenhagen. Reading these retrospective evaluations gave me a very positive picture. All three participants
testified to being in a state of stronger inspiration and creativity than before, also long after the workshop.
Being more in tune with their own creative force, feeling more aware of their own direction and motivation
as artists, being more in touch with the ability to improvise and express themselves clearly in artistic work
aswell as in everyday life, having a better overview of their own process in general, was their outspoken
feedback. It had hit their spot, and made them discover new things as well as rediscover lost treasures. They
certainly thought I could charge money for this kind of work in the future. They seemed very grateful for the
experience, which was nice to read indeed. As for the practical, logistical parts, there was only good things to
say, and it was my impression that they thought this could work also on a bigger group.
It was clear to me, that the setting (the garden, the house, the landscape and beautiful weather, and Finn
Hesselagers prescence at the discussions) played a very important part in the success.
As for the Floor-sessions, they had been very appreciated for the most part, and efficient in bringing forth
their inspiration – but there would clearly have been room for much more work of that kind, even deeper
work with the montages, as well as more warm-up before going straight to them, and more Floor-sessions for
their own sake – more y-point. This was also the impression at the Reflections-talks during the workshop, as
has been noted already. The feedback on the Scenarios was mixed. On the one hand, I got the impression that
it had been inspiring and fun and that it had helped my participants to discover useful things, but it also
seemed that it had been a bit confusing and strange sometimes, and also a bit too light, lacking darkness.
Combined with the feedback received about Scenarios already during the workshop, it seems there was need
of more input and more confrontation, both between the participants and from me. The setting helped the
characters to live – but the center of the setting is the magnified meeting between the people in it, not the
least in the meeting with the teacher – this could have been sharper, more in x-point. As for the 0-point, the
feedback revealed, that it had´nt touched them very deep as a group. To a certain extent, there was strong
positive feedback about it, but this seemed also to come out of a mix-up of x-point and 0-point as concepts.
This comes as no surprise, since I by now have realized the obvious need for me to put my own
understanding of this work deeper into my own being, to be able to teach it more directly out of my own
source. The 0-point part of the work is crucial, and that it did´nt touch as much as intended, goes well in
hand with the rest of the expressed needs by the participants; to dwell, be present, give time...which is
interesting, since a lot of the positive retrospective feedback also is about having an enhanced experience of
being present, dwelling in personal inspiration as a result of the work, after all. This makes me think, that the
very center of the success and satisfaction of this kind of work, is about this: awareness...yes, it is pointing
directly at the Transpersonal ideal, to Taksu, so to speak. To be present in one´s creativity. It makes me
speculate, that the feedback expresses an intuitive knowledge on part of the participants as to what is needed
and longed for, in order to come even closer to the goal. The creative drive is already going straight in that
direction, and can be helped a lot on the way, if that ”dwelling” can be delivered. In general, the group had
not understood the theoretical model very clearly. They found it abstract and confusing and in need of
simplifying – but also very interesting. The Reflection-talks seemed to play an important part to the group,
although there were remarks about not being too intellectual about such work, and also about focusing less
on model and more on experience.
DISCUSSION
The feedback, combined with my own first hand impression, gives me a positive idea about what I have
achieved with this work so far. Something is right, that is clear. But let´s take a closer look at this work. What
is being done right? What is in fact being done? Is´nt this just another set of theatre-teaching methods being
set to sail, if anything at all? And is that really what the world needs? It is very important, in working like
this, to keep a steady focus on usefulness and genuine expansion, rather than the feel-good aspect, the
popular y-point as itself. The point has not been to create a weekend of pleasure, even though that surely was
part of the result. The pleasure, the challenges and everything else was to greatest possible extent aimed at
getting in touch with and exploring the creative drive. The ambition was to make it genuinely felt and visible
during the work, the hope was to find, that the sensation lingered on in a somewhat expanded form even after
the end of the workshop as an empirical aid in the life of the participants – and the dream, of course, would
have been to see Taksu happen. It seems, that both the ambition and the hope was fulfilled to a certain extent,

whereas the dream remains. It also seems, as if there was a need on the part of the participants, to reintegrate
loose threads at the end of the work in a way that was not fully prepared for.
But how necessary is the fulfilment of that need, I wonder. When working with the Source itself, we work at
a level of Life, rather than with one specific artistic trade. It could be likened to an artist who goes deep into
the wilderness to find new inspiration as creative craftsman and human alike. Life is not and has never been
safe. The man in the wilderness knows this and draws power from his own source by confronting it wholeheartedly. His whole experience is a bundle of loose ends, dancing with the chance possibility of harmonious
serendipity to make it´s sense to him or not.
The experience will make him grow, if he survives it.
Creating a workshop like this, having the metaphor of the man in the wilderness at the back of one´s head,
makes it possible to keep elements of uncertainty, making it open for the participants to find their own
experiences and make their own sense and beauty to these, as the workshop progresses. This is a matter of
personal creativity. As the participants return to their everyday lives, every moment is that uncertainty, again,
as it always has been. Having trained the faculty to grasp these moments with greater ease and more agile
creativity from the source, being in tune with one´s own creative drive and creative journey as an unfolding,
moment to moment awareness, can give the participant, I believe, that expansion which I am aiming at and
hoping for. Rather than trying to foresee and cover up the possible loose ends, I would, with the right kind of
teaching, endeavour to maximize the participants inclination to throw herself joyfully and effortlessly into
that uncertain state, within aswell as outside of the work, creating a peculiar and genuine sense of it, just as
my participants ended up doing by the lake with that frog and anything else, that was brought to them in the
moment. Taken to the extreme, I could even dream, that certain participants, under certain circumstances,
would find themselves approaching life in a state of Taksu. I find it important to repeat, however, that the
ambition is not trance, pre-personal actions, unconscious incompetence...but active, creative action, taken
with awareness in flow.
But, to work with elements of uncertainty like this, to create a setting full of serendipical potential and open
the participants to that, not knowing exactly where it leads, does demand responsibility on the part of the
teacher for sure. There must be clear safe spots. There must be routines and explanations, and down-right
honest humbleness to the work being done by the participants. It is not fully the wilderness, after all, but a
man-made laboratory, a piece of civilization. I called it working with poetry-as-science, or even science-aspoetry, saying that the workshop becomes a work of art in itself. I believe this is so – it is a work of art: it has
structure. Perhaps it is necessary, to keep Finn Hesselagers golden rule in mind, when teaching at an
experimental level, to make these considerations clear to the participants in advance. Stepping into work like
this demands a great deal of openness from the participants, and our culture of artistic training, is based on
working within safe environments. Making it clear, that the workshop includes a measure of the wild, might
be the responsible step to take, and also a way to attract the right kind of participants, who understand the
idea and feel ready. But, in any case, making a workshop with an element of the wild in it´s midst, would
also demand safe breakes always within reach. As Finn Hesselager pointed out during Reflection 3, it is
important for the Ego to have routines to fall back upon, when working with the Source.
Making the workshop as some kind of art-work in itself, makes me in that sense also an artist. As artist, seen
through the binoculars of my personal theory, this workshop is a result of my own creative drive at work,
created with the same freedom and the same necessity to stay true to the Source, as when the participants
explore their montages. In that sense, and especially since there obviously was a level of improvisation
present on my part, at times putting me as teacher/artist so to speak in x-point, produces the picture of a
weekends meeting of individual creative drives, giving and receiving impulses from each other at a human
level, making the relationship of teacher/participant into a mere practical convenience in it´s proper plane, as
being a part of the setting, but hardly the whole truth of the situation. Without going to deep into that
direction, I´d just like to mention that it moves into the nature of some kind of relational dance. Also, since
the question of the creative drive hardly limits it´s scope to artists alone, but to any person with an inclination
to create anything from his source, the question of the workshop being a work of art or not loses it´s
immediate value and gives room instead to seeing it as a heartfelt creation in it´s own right. I´d like to
mention this, since looking at thinkers such as Mogens Pahuus and Hans Henrik Knoop, makes it very
possible to connect my personal words with the more established teachings of these authorities on the matter,
especially when taking the definition of ”aestethics” into a wider perspective.

In the book Æstetik og Læring (B.D Austring, M. Sørensen), Mogens Pahuus Associative Professor at the
Department of Learning and Philosophy in Aalborg, Denmark, is shown to take a philosophical stand in his
didactical considerations, developing Friedrich Schillers thoughts about the Homo Ludens further, when
defining that individuals all have, apart from basic needs (behov), certain existensial needs as well. The basic
needs are based on lacking, whereas the existensial needs are in the nature of a need-to-live (livstrangen).
Mogens Pahuus describes this need-to-live as an ”anonymous need” to
1. Conquer the world as an active mover in one´s own life
2. Self-devotedly to unite with the world in self-forgetfulness.
Pahuus goes on to explain, that the satisfying of these existensial needs stimulates happiness and a lust for
life. He calls for the development of a to this day lacking paedagogy of Experiencing, Creativity and
Spontaneity, as a method to help people develop as physical and emotional beings. As he puts it, the aestethic
way to perceiving situations, makes us aware of what we really want and what really means something to us.
Pahuus conceives of human aestethic activity as being necessary for the survival of our species, since it is
tangent to learning and problem-solving. Aestethic activity grows, according to Pahuus, out of a congenital
need to express one´s self creatively. In partaking in these thoughts, I find it easy to relate them to my own.
When Mogens Pahuus speaks of aestethic activity, I translate that as the activity of creating anything (for
example an oppurtunity) from one´s Source, and by that, the trains of thought align, and I will certainly look
deeper into Pahuus thoughts on a new paedagogy ahead.
Looking at Hans Henrik Knoop, Associative Professor of Educational Psychology and Director of the
Positive Psychology Research Unit at the Danish School of Education, University of Aarhus, Denmark, who
works out of an adaptation of the Flow-theory of Mihály Csíkszentmihályi, I read about an individuals
activities, as being based on inner-, or outer motivation, the outer being ”wordly” motivation of some kind
(money, status, oppurtunity), whereas the inner-motivated activity is it´s own reward. These angles of
motivation do not exclude each other. When they combine well, it stimulates Flow. Knoop considers the
biological reward of the state of Flow, combined with the survival instinct and the ”creative tension” between
what one is, and what one wants to be, as being the driving factors behind an individuals inner and outer
motivation to act and to learn. Knoops model for ”creative tension”, being a balanced tension between inner
order and outer chaos, with strong developmental potential for the individual that can stay in a state of
openness and readiness, goes well with my thoughts on 0-point and x-point. I will certainly look deeper also
at his work.
In speaking about aestethics, I also try to understand, which of the many perspectives on that term that has
developed through history, that seems to lie closest to the definition of aestethics, that is being employed in
this work. I lean towards a milder form of the ancient ”Furor Poeticus” - perspective, seeing aestethic activity
as coming from a ”divine” or ”metaphysical” source, although I wish to make it very clear, that I in this case
only speak of ”metaphysical” in the sense of seeing the Archetypical plane (and deeper) as being – in any
practical sense – metaphysical, and I speak of ”divine” in the sense of being at the utter peak of human
ability, at the level of wildly inspired genius. One could be tempted to align this to Nietzsches aestethic
perception of ”Man as Artwork”, but I find that to be based on a much too defaitistic world-view, to actually
swing with my idea of the Creative Drive. No, for all the risks of colouring my words in a shroud of empty
naivity, I find at this present point the image of the Furor Poeticus - divinely inspired creative acts - as being
closest to what I aim at in this work. This said with the adjustment, also, that the ancients (as well as the
present day Balinese) conceived these inspirations as being in the ”hands of the gods”, whereas I am
convinced that we can develop the tools to make this happen to ourselves, through a man-made science of
human life, the tools and knowledge of which already seem to exist, scattered in many parts of human
civilization, open to exploration for the truly curious. I wish to avoid falling short at some gnostic theory, of
which there already exists plenty in our culture, and move on to developing something that can be used
scientifically – the words and terms can be changed as we go – I hope they will do so many times.

CONCLUSION
So, where to go from here? Obviously, my theory needs a lot more flesh on the bones to stand a real winter.
It seems as if much of my teaching has been carried through by power of my sheer enthusiasm, and by some
silent knowledge that I can´t put my finger on, rather than through a deep, conscious understanding of my
own still quite embryonic model. This is without doubt the right end to start in, but nevertheless – it is time
to discuss my theory with an educated psychologist, to hear what he has to say about neurotic structure,
archetypes, and more. Also, my own silent knowledge should be developed further by finding oppurtunities
to teach more physical theatre for it´s own sake, to break through in developing the ability to dwell – the joy
of working with creative expression will evoke the creative drive, whether I speak to the pupils of Source or
not.
For the research itself, it is time to investigate what is going on in contemporary paedagogy, in relation to for
example Mogens Pahuus vision of a paedagogy of experience, creativity and spontaneity, as a method to help
people develop as physical and emotional beings. What is going on, and – can I contribute somehow?
For the next workshop, I´d like to find a target group of highly creative non-performers, to test my theory
outside of the realm of the scenic arts. The tools used in this last workshop should be rearranged. The
character-scenarios needs pruning indeed, minding enhanced x-point, and possibly were they actually best
suited to members of CDLF, whereas another concept with the same aim (that of putting the awakened
creative drive into active confrontation with serendipity, reaching for a transpersonal state of creativity)
would serve another group better. In time, several concepts could be developed, producing a variety of
practical approaches to the same thing. The reflection-talks seem to have been a very vital part of the work,
and should be developed and put to use again. To let the participants in on the actual model, seems for the
most part to have created confusion. But this would also depend on the group. Perhaps one intense lecture in
the middle of one reflection-talk, is all that it takes, and then pupils are welcome to raise the topic again,
should they wish to. No need to keep secrets. As long as the experimental aspect to the work remains, I wish
to keep to Finn´s golden rule, and make it clear to the pupils, that there exists an element of the wild in the
work they will do. What I particularly wish to make much more out of next time, is work with 0-point. To
cooperate with an accomplished teacher from that field (certain voice-techniques would do the trick, for
example) could save much sweat and open new paths. I´d like to look closer at the personal visions of the
participants, and also find out in advance, with even more clarity than during the preparations to this last
workshop, how the model works in relation to their own concept of creativity. What also would be very
interesting to investigate some day, is creative drive in relation to spiritual or ideological agendas. How does
this model function on someone with an outspoken religion, for example, especially if that religion advocates
a certain...cautiousness...in following one´s dreams. This makes me remember an anecdote of a friend of
mine, who spent time in an Ukranian convent. The last advice he was given by a friendly nun, as he boarded
his train home was: ”do not trust inner feeling”
As for my personal thoughts on the Creative Drive at this point, I find that doing this work have expanded
my own sense of Flow considerably. I find it much easier than before to connect with it, and I am intuiting
stronger, in which direction to go and what actions to take. This is interesting – that I as teacher am affected
by my own work (my own ”finger”..?) to such an extent. It is like impulses working through me, some of
which lack a sense of beauty and thereby automatically lose their power to pull me in their direction. It
makes me think of Michael Chekhow´s concept of the Higher Ego and his ”sensation of wholeness” and
”sensation of beauty” that he speaks of as being vital for an actors work. As if, since every moment is a
moment of creation, the ”spiral coming from the source” is moving through me in a dance of it´s own even
through the routines of the day, in a way that I was not as conscious of before, as I am now. Like an artist
moving around his studio, in a seemingly random way, gradually over the days puts his imagination on a
canvas, picking the right moments of paint-brush-touching-painting-or-not like fruit from his own impulsive
tree, or like an actor improvising in the moments on stage sort-of-knowing-when-to-do, I sense a similar
meeting with reality going on in my immersion with the days. It might sound strange, or the reader might
know well what I mean. I think that this sensation that I speak of is more familiar to most people, than we are
culturally brought up to speak openly about, and I find it obvious, that there is a need for us to work with this
in our culture as a whole as well as on an individual basis, in order to realize our full potential as humans.

This text does not follow the rules of an academical written work. That is why I can allow myself to be as
personal and as ”far out” as I am here, and to use all these apparent transgressions, in my documentation and
storytelling alike. I hope, that the reader understands, that this text tries to capture rather fleeting events – it´s
trying to ”square the circle”, an endeavour that history has shown always produces an infinite number of
unaccounted decimals to the equation – it is an attempt to translate Art into Science – at this point
unavoidably being a very pseudo-scientific work, in progress. That is the truth. I can´t wait to develop this
work further, and to express it also in written form, through the filters required, as I produce my Master
Thesis this coming spring. In that text, my personal experience will for the most part only be found between
the lines. This present text, however, aims to communicate as broadly as possible. Some will find it too
loose, others will find it too dry, depending on what kind of chair, that they are using – if any.
I hope, that you as reader will understand my ideas, and possibly relate to them. All kinds of feedback and
input will always be welcome. The search continues.
I´d like to express very deep gratitude to Finn Hesselager, for his great hospitality, his kindness and wisely
employed, subtle guidance during both internships. Also, thankyou to Inga, Iwona and Louise.

You shine amazingly!

Copenhagen, Denmark, 26 November 2011. Peter Tommila

TERMS & NAMES
X-, Y-, and 0-point: These are terms made up by me, to make it easier to express what moods or modes of
consciousness, each exercise is being aimed at producing in the student. Even when an exercise is not
efficiently carried out, these terms serve to show which direction the teaching is pursuing.
0-point (”0” as in Nothing), being a state of clarity and tranquility, when the individual is resting effortlessly
in her own Witness, readily apprehending her actual perception of things, moment by moment. It is
characterized by openness and natural honesty in the giving and receiving of impressions.
X-point (”X” as in a Crossroad), being that state of now-ness, in which you are completely open to impulse
and confronted with the unknown moment. Letting go and being fully present in this is a very important
point of Finn Hesselagers method on his students, and a direct bridge to the transpersonal level of work. In
my model, I considered the x-point very important in opening the student to subconscious impulse. The
closer to the Witness that the mind is, the more open and free will this state be.
Y-point (”Y” as in Yes), being a state of great empowerment, in which the student moves freely and very
comfortably in strong energies, guided by inner images or music or invigourating words from the teacher,
thereby opening up to a release of tensions and a greater opening to the inner images into the entire body and
outward expression. This kind of work is very important in exercises that I´ve experienced with Per Brahe. I
wished to use it as a way to liberate my students of inhibitions in finding deeper and truer expressions in
their work.
Neurotic Structure: This term is taken directly from Finn Hesselagers model and put to use in my own
adaptation of it, in the way that I understand it. I have no education in psychology to lean up against, in my
use of this term. The neurotic structure protects the ego from being overwhelmed with archetypical forces,
that move in the subconscious. In the neurotic structure, neurosises are formed, like shapes made up of a set
of coordinates. When an actor starts building a character within him, a similar set of coordinates create a
shape in the same way. The character is a kind of volountary neurosis. It can, like a neurosis, attract a
corresponding archetype from the subconscious, which will fill the character with forceful life. It is
important not to mix oneself up with one´s neurosises, or one´s characters. It is important to keep the
neurotic structure healthy through for example physical theatre work, meditation, or in other ways that prove
effective to the individual actor. Although I dwell a lot on the importance of ”resting the mind” when
speaking of neurotic structure, I wish to make it clear, that as I understand it, the neurotic structure can and
should be worked on through whole-body experiences.
Witness, Self-image/Ego, Self: What Jung calls the Witness is also found in the neurotic structure. The
Witness silently observes. It is ”that which observes the breathing”. By having one´s consciousness deeply
connected in the neurotic structure, one can rest one´s mind in the state of that witness. This nurtures great
openness and readiness to spontaneous and clear expression in the person, as opposed to the often somewhat
shattered mental perception, that a person is struggleing with in the state of his own self-image. You might
say, that the Ego asks questions like ”What does it look like?”, ”What shall it become?” and looks with a
flickering stare, whereas the Witness asks; ”What is it?” and actually sees what it looks at. This is a
difference between perceiving the world with the perception of one´s Self-image, and with that of one´s Self.
To be clear; the Witness and the Self is not quite the same. The Witness only observes. But as one´s Self, one
can act and react, although with that same honesty, as in the observing Witness. With a Self-image/Ego being
put on top of this, the honesty is immediatly blurred – wishful thinking, fears and superficial needs step in,
the flow is distracted, if not necessarily broken.
Subconsciousness and Archetypes: Subconsciousness is here understood, as the part of an individuals
perception and opinion of reality, that the individual himself is not aware about. This means, that something
that is subconscious at one point, can emerge into consciousness at any time, although some material has a
tendency to stay in either consciousness or subconsciousness constantly. There is no real border between one
and the other; a person, as a whole, acts with his whole being all the time, whether he is conscious or not
about the how´s and why´s of his actions and reactions. An Archetype is here understood, as a structure in the
subconsciousness, reflecting a deep pattern of human nature. Usually, Archetypes are seen as being like some
kind of family of different creatures, that for the most part are easily recognized in mythology. Familiar
examples would be the King, the Whore, the Orphan, the Hero, the Witch, and so on. I find this to be too

simple. As I see it, any structure emerging from deep subconsciousness into conscious apprehension, will by
that process be given the brand of familiarity by the consciousness – however new to the world that
particular combination of deep human traits might be, will it still be perceived as ”familiar” by the
consciousness, since it is coming from a deep source, and for that reason is automatically regarded as
authentic and true. I believe that this way of sort of ”recognizing” an archetypical pattern even when it´s
particular combination is completely new to the world, is a necessary mechanism of the human mind, in
order to stay contained. The mechanism is somewhat similar to the way that we apprehend Serendipity. This
is however complete speculation on my part, based on no formal qualification on the matter. Also, some
archetypes are unavoidably discernable and not just ”mythological” - such as: the Father, the Brother, the
Mother, the Lover, the Child and so on. It is a complicated and deeply interesting topic, since we clearly
seem to assume archetypical roles in our everyday life, as well as we seem to sub-, and/or consciously use
our understanding of their interaction, when we look at the world. Also, new archetypes, such as ”the
Hacker” are being created continously. In my way of understanding Finn Hesselagers method, which I have
tried to use in my own way in this workshop, I have seen archetypes as being structures formed in the
subconsciousness, in complete freedom regarding their shape – like portions of different ingredients, mixed
and scattered and tumbled about in a boiling soup. The idea has been, to make imprints in the neurotic
structure, in order to, you might say, send an ”echo” into the subconsciousness, attracting corresponding
”ingredients”, thereby creating something which in theory can be absolutely new – and still be an Archetype.
Serendipity: When seemingly coinciding events come together to make sense in relation to something that
one is doing or thinking about. An example could be, talking about a certain topic, and suddenly hearing a
song in the radio that adds adequately to the conversation, thereby becoming a recognized part of it.
Serendipity is sometimes consciously used in performance art and post-dramatic theatre, by arrangeing the
art-piece in such a way, as to make it possible for chance events to decide the outcome of the art-piece, in a
way that will make sense to the participants of the event.
Preliminal, Liminal, Postliminal: These terms serve to describe the phases of the transformation of a state of
being by going through a sufficiently strong experience. It is often used when describing ritual structures.
The Liminal phase, is the part of the experience, when everything lies in the open and anything can happen.
In the Pre-Liminal phase, preparations for the Liminal is being made. In the Post-Liminal phase, the changes
happening in the Liminal, is being implemented into the everyday, redefining what will hence be ”normal”,
thereby manifesting transformation. In this workshop, the Liminal phase began as we left Copenhagen and
ended as we fell asleep in our own beds when back in Copenhagen again.
Club de la Faye: A Copenhagen-based performance collective, that works with various kinds of
experimental performances since 2008. Many of the performers have a background as actors in SIGNA´s
performance installations. Both groups use strong elements of audience-interaction and serendipity.
Michael Chekhow: 1891-1955. Russian-American actor, director, teacher and author. He developed a system
aiming at accessing the unconscious creative self through indirect non-analytical means, by using movement
dynamics and internal images. The greater part of the exercises used in this workshop, have their roots in
Michael Chekhows system.
Antonin Artaud: 1896-1948. French dramatist, poet and actor, who when seeing a Balinese dance-troupe
perform outside Paris in 1931, had a vision about a new kind of theatre, a ”theatre of cruelty”, where
immediate truthfulness would break through to the audience, beyond written scripts, in a powerful
expression of human existensial reality, directly through authentic physical gestures (also helped on the way
by suggestive light, etc), aimed straight into the deep nature of the spectator, in order to open his eyes to life
as that ”fragile, fluctuating centre, which forms never reach”. I believe, that what Antonin Artaud saw
happening on that stage, was Taksu.

